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A family of arcs on a circle is proper if no arc is properly contained within another. While 
general minimal arc coloring is NP-complete, Orlin et al. recently obtained on O(n’) algorithm 
for q-coloring a proper family of arcs by modeling proper arc coloring as a shortest path 
problem in an associated network (with negative edges). This paper simplifies Orlin’s shortest- 
path network to obtain an O(qn) time algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
A circular arc family is a finite set A = {a,, a2, a3, . . . , a,,} of arcs on a circle. A 
family is proper if no arc is contained within another. An unoriented graph G is a 
(proper) circular arc graph if there is a family A of (proper) circular arcs and a 
one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of G and the circular arcs in A 
such that two different vertices of G are adjacent if and only if the corresponding 
arcs in A intersect. Circular arc graphs have a variety of applications involving 
compiler design, traffic light sequencing, and psychometrics (see [7]). Characteri- 
zations and recognition algorithms for circular arc graphs and proper circular-arc 
graphs are given in [5, 6, 81. A coloring of a family of circular arcs is equivalent to 
a coloring of the associated circular arc graph, i.e., intersecting arcs must have 
different colors. Coloring circular arcs has applications in cyclic scheduling in 
operations research and in compiler design. Determining the minimum number of 
colors needed to color a family of circular arcs has been shown to be NP-complete 
by Garey, Johnson, Miller and Papaditriou [2]. Recently Orlin, Bonuccelli and 
Bovet [3] gave an O(n*) algorithm to determine whether a proper family of arcs is 
q-colorable; this leads to an O(n*log n) algorithm for minimum proper arc 
coloring. In this paper, we improve Orlin et al.‘s algorithm for q-coloring a proper 
family of arcs to run in O(qn) time (and obtain an O(nslog n) algorithm for 
minimum coloring via a logarithmic search for a minimal q). 
For convenience, circular arcs are closed at their counterclockwise end and 
open at their clockwise end. The closed ends are called heads and the open ends 
called tails. A proper family of arcs is ordered in clockwise direction by the cyclic 
order of heads (or equivalently tails) starting with a chosen initial arc. An 
overlapping set Si is the set of arcs which contain the head of arc ai. 
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The following results are due to Orlin et al. [3]. 
Theorem 1. A proper family A of n circular arcs can be q-colored if and only if A 
can be q-colored so that the size of each color class is either [n/q] or Ln/qj. 
corollary 1. A proper family A of circular arcs can be q-colored if and only if A 
can be pam’tioned into two classes A’ and A” such that: 
(1) A’ contains r [n/q1 arcs and A” contains (q - r) In/q] arcs ; 
(2) for each overlapping set Sip 
ISi rTA’l<r and ISi nA”(sq-r, 
where n= [n/qJq+r, Ocr<q. 
Sketch of proof. For sufficiency, conditions (1) and (2) assure that A’ can be 
r-colored in a simple cyclic fashion and that A” can be (q - r)-colored. Necessity 
follows from Theorem 1 by putting in A’ all arcs in a color class of cardinality 
Tnlcll. 0 
Properties (1) and (2) can be formulated as follows: 
(3) q = 1 if and only if ai E A’; otherwise 4 = 0; 
(4) x1+x,+. * -+x =r[n/ql; 
(5) for each overlapping set Si ={as,+l, as,+*, . . . , ai} (indexing mod n), 
(5a) x~+~+x~+~+~ * -+G sr, and 
(5b) (l-x,+,)+(1-x,+,)-t* . .+(l-q)Gr-q, 
or combining (5a) and (5b) we have 
(5C) ISi)-fJ+r~X~+,,,+X~+z+* * *+&<r. 
Next set y,=O, yi=xI+x2+.**+x+ i=l,2,3 ,..., n, and now (3), (4), (5~) 
become : 
(6) Y,, = r Ml ; 
(7) O~yi-yi-lG1, yi integer; 
(8a) lS,l-q+rsyi-yssr if i>si, 
(8b) (!$I-q+rGyi-ys,+y,Gr if i<Si, 
Orlin et al. next construct an ‘arc’ network B with nodes 0, 1,2, . . . , n and an 
edge (i, j) of length l(i, j) associated with each inequality in constraints (6), (7), 
(8), where 1 (i, j) = d if yi - yi <d, and 1 (i, j) = -d’ if yj - yi 2 d’ (here (6) is treated 
as a pair of inequalities). 
Theorem 2 [3]. The proper family A can be q-colored if and only if the associated 
arc network B contains no negative cycles. If there are no negative cycles, rhe 
minimal-path distances yi to each node i from node 0 will form a solution of system 
(6), (7), (8) from which sets A’ and A” in Corollary 1 are determined. 
Minimal paths (with negative edges) can be found in time proportional to the 
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number of edges e times the number of nodes n [ 11. Since e = 4n +2 in this 
network, an O(n’) algorithm is thus obtained from Theorem 2 for determining 
whether a proper family of arcs can be q-colored. 
Example. Consider the proper circular arc family A shown in Fig. 1, and let 
q = 3. Then the overlapping sets are listed as follows. 
SI = {ll,U, S2 = {l&l, 21, 
s3 = {2,3), S4 = {2,3,41, 
s5 = {3,4,53, Ss = (5,617 
ST = 66771, Ss = 1697981, 
Sg = {7,8,% S10 = {8,9,10> 
&I= (10, 11). 
Given n = 11 and q = 3, we have r = 2, r]n/q] = 8, and the corresponding 
inequalities are as follows. The starred arcs belong to A’, as determined by 
solving the shortest path problem in the associated arc network (arc i is in A' if 
Yi -Yi_l= 1). 
lsy,-y,s3, 2=z y4-y1<2, 
2sy,-y,s2, lSy,-y,.$s2, 
2sy,-yqs2, 2sy,-y,s2, 
2s Y,--Y6<2, 2~Y*,-Y7~2, 
l~Y,,-Y9~2, -7<y,-yIo<-6, 
-6Gy,-ylos-6, -8 s yO- yI1 < -8. 
Fig. 1. Circular arc family A. 
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Fig. 2. Network corresponding to Fig. 1. Number beside node i is yi, the length of a minimal path 
from 0 to i. Number beside edge is length of edge. 
We call edges corresponding to upper bounds in (6), (7) and (8) forward edges 
and the edges corresponding to lower bounds backward edges. If we draw the 
network I3 in a circular arrangement as in Fig. 2, then forward edges are directed 
in a clockwise direction and backward edges counterclockwise. The edges corres- 
ponding to the inequalities in (7) are called short edges and the edges in (8) long 
edges. A wrap-around edge is a long edge (sk, k) or (k, sk) where k < sk; a 
wrap-around edge ‘goes past node 0’. Except for wrap-around edges (where signs 
are reversed), forward edges are non-negative and backward edges non-positive. 
Without wrap-around edges, the network B would have a simple linear 
structure, and it would be easy to find minimal paths from 0 to each node in O(n) 
time. 
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2. Model refinement 
In this section we show that minimal paths in the network B have several nice 
properties that permit efficient shortcuts in looking for minimal paths from the 
start node 0. Note that the inequalities in @a) and (8b) are not feasible if q, the 
number of colors to be used, is less than the size of an overlapping set. So 
henceforth we assume IS, 1 G q. 
If node 0 is not the start of a long forward edge, i.e., if 0 # sk for any k, then we 
augment B with the addition of a long forward edge (0, m) of length r. This edge 
duplicates the effect of the path of length r, (0, n, y1 - 1, . . . , s,, m), where m is 
the last (largest index) node with a wrap-around edge (s,, m). Call this augmented 
graph B*. The lengths of minimal paths from 0 to t in B and in B” are clearly the 
same, and so henceforth we work with B” (if no augmentation was necessary, let 
B” = B). 
We call a path in B* consistent if it does not contain both a long forward and a 
long backward edge. 
Theorem 3, In B*, for any nodes t, t’, there exists a minimal path from t to t’ that is 
consistent. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of edges in a minimal path 
P(t, t’). If P(t, t’) has one edge, the result is immediate. Assuming true for 
(k - l)-edge P’s (k > l), we consider a pair t, t’ for which P(t, t’) has k edges and 
the theorem is false. We perform a case-by-case analysis of the possible situations. 
By the induction hypothesis we can assume that P(t, t’) contains just one long 
forward edge and just one long backward edge and that one of these two edges is 
the first edge on P(t, r’) and the other the last edge. (In the following we assume 
for simplicity that neither of the long edges is a wrap-around edge. The lengths of 
wrap-around edges arise from inequalities (8b) which are just inequalities (8a) 
mod r In/q\; their use would not affect the results of our calculations.) 
Case 1. Suppose that the first edge is long backward, i.e., P(t, t’) is (Case l(i)) 
(t, s,, s, - 1, s, - 2, . . . ) s:,, t’) or (Case l(ii)) (t, s,, s, + 1, s, + 2, . . . , str, t’). Recall that 
l(t, s,) = ---IS,1 +q - r and l(s;,, t’) = r. Since the original family of arcs is proper, it 
follows that t’ < t in the first case and t < t’ in the second case. 
Case l(i). See Fig. 3(a). Since short backward edges have length 0, the path’s 
length is simply the length of the two long edges (--l&l + q - r) + r = q - (S,(. This 
quantity is 30 since we assume IS,1 <q. Thus we can substitute the path 
(t, t-L-2 )...) t’) of length 0 that is at least as short and has no long edges. 
Case l(ii). See Fig..3(b). Since the short forward edges have length 1, the sum 
of their lengths is s,, - s,, and the path’s length is (where IS,1 = t-s,) 
(-(t-s,)+q- r)+(s,,-s,)+ r = s,,+q- t2 t’- t, 
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Fig. 3. 
since q 2 IS,,1 = t’= s,,. Thus we can substitute the path (t, t+ 1, t-t 2, . . . , t’) of 
length t’- t that is at least as short and has no long edges. 
Case 2. Suppose that the first edge is long forward, i.e., P(r, t’) is (Case 2(i)) 
(SPY g, g- 1, g-2, *. -, h, sh), or (Case 2(ii)) (s,, g, g + 1, g+2, . . . , h, s,,), where 
s, = t and s,, = t’. The calculations here are the same as in Case 1. Case 2(i)% path 
has length 30 and can be replaced by (t, t - 1, . . . , t’). Case 2(ii)‘s path has length 
3 r’ - t and can be replaced by (t, t + 1, . . . , t’). 
This completes the proof of the induction step. Cl 
Corollary 2. In B”, there is a minimal path from node 0 to each t that is consistent. 
We call a path forward if it is consistent and its long edges are forward and 
backward if consistent with long backward edges. A minimal forward (backward) 
path from 0 to r is a forward (backward) path such that there is no shorter 
forward (backward) path from 0 to t. From Corollary 2, it follows that the 
minimal path from 0 to t is either minimal forward or minimal backward. We now 
examine the structure of minimal forward and backward paths. 
A minimal forward path will consist of a sequence (possibly empty) of short 
edges, then a long edge, then another sequence of short edges, then a long edge, 
etc.; and similarly for a minimal backward path. Further, any one of the 
sequences of short edges must have all short edges of the same direction, since a 
short forward edge followed by a short backward edge, or vice versa, is a circuit of 
length 1 -which would be omitted in any minimal path. 
In B”, a minimal forward path from 0 can be assumed to start with a sequence 
of short forward edges or the long forward edge (0, m). The only other possibility 
of a sequence of short backward edges, which would be followed a long forward 
edge, is duplicated by the new edge (0, m). 
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Lemma 1. In B”, we can assume that if a minimal forward path P from 0 contains 
a sequence of short backward edges, then P starts with (0, m) followed by a 
sequence of short edges, and thereafter no short backward edges occur. 
Proof. Let P be a minimal forward path containing the fragment (sk, k, k-l), 
k > m. We claim that the part of P from 0 to k - 1, call this subpath P’, can be 
replaced by a minimal forward path from 0 to s~-~ followed by the edge 
(sk--l, k - 1). 
The fragment (sk, k, k - 1) and the edge (sk-r, k - 1) both have length r. Since 
the underlying family of arcs is proper, sk-r<sk. Clearly the length of minimal 
forward paths from 0 is monotonically increasing with node numbers, and hence 
the length of a minimal forward path from 0 to s&r is less than or equal to the 
length of P’ (which is a minimal forward path from 0 to sk ; any part of a minimal 
path is minimal). This proves the claim. By repeated application of this claim, the 
lemma follows. Cl 
Lemma 2. In B”, we can assume that all short forward edges on a minimal 
backward path come at the end of the path. 
Proof. Similar argument to proof of Lemma 1. q 
Theorem 4. If a minimal path in B” from 0 to node t must be a backward path 
P(0, t), then we can assume that P(0, t) contains no wrap-around edges. 
Proof. Let P(0, t) be chosen to have as few wrap-around edges as possible. Let 
(k, sk) be the hrst wrap-around edge on P(0, t) and let P’ be the part of P(0, t) 
from 0 to k. P’ is a minimal path from 0 to k and must be backward, since P(0, t) 
must be a backward path. Note that k zz m (since m was chosen to be the last 
node receiving an edge wrapping around past node 0). 
We shall show that the length of P’ is amin{r, k}. If true, we could replace P’ by 
(091,. . * 9 k),ifk<m,or(O,m,m-l,..., k) to get a new minimal forward path 
from 0 to k of length min{r, k}. Using this replacement for P’ in P(0, t) either 
gives a shorter path (contradicting the minimality of P’) or, using Lemma 2, leads 
to another minimal backward path from 0 to t that starts (0, n, n - 1, . . . sk), 
contradicting the choice of P(0, t). 
We now show that the length of P’ is >min(r, k). By Lemma 2, P’ consists of 
only backward edges. The first edge (0, n) has length rp, where p = [n/q]. The 
goal of the following backward edges is to reduce the path length at the fastest 
possible rate (rate of change of edge (i, i) is l(i, j)/li - jl). Since short backward 
edges have length 0, they contribute no length reduction. A long backward edge 
(h, sr,) has length -(l&l-q + r) and its rate of decrease is -(l&l-q + r)/(S,(. This 
rate is maximized where S, is as large as possible. By assumption IS,1 ~q, and 
thus the maximal possible rate of decrease is -r/q, achieved when IS,,\ = q. But 
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there can only be p - 1 such long backward edges on P’, since n < pq. These p - 1 
edges would bring us to node (n -q(p - 1)) = I with length from node 0 of 
rp - r(p - 1) = r, and so if k 2 r, the length of P’ must be 21. If P’ cannot decrease 
fast enough have value <r at node r, it certainly cannot have a value <k at node 
k, when k<r. 0 
3. Implementation of minimal path algorithm 
The results in the preceding section allow us to restrict our search to minimal 
paths from 0 to two types of paths. First, minimal forward paths consisting of 
short forward and long forward edges, with the additional starting possibility of 
(0, m) followed by some short backward edges. Second, minimal backward paths 
consisting of short backward and long backward edges, possibly terminating with 
some short forward edges. A minimal path from 0 to t will be the shorter of a 
minimal forward path to t and a minimal backward path to t. 
By Theorem 4, we only need to consider minimal backward paths without 
wrap-around edges. With the wrap-around edges omitted, backward paths have a 
simple linear structure (going around the circular depiction of B counterclockwise 
from 0, except for the final possible forward short edges). So minimal backward 
paths from 0 can be found in O(n) effort (none of the 4n edges in B is checked 
more than once). 
Since minimal forward paths may contain wrap-around edges, they require 
more effort. Informally, we reason that since there are up to q possible forward 
wrap-around edges, we may have to trace around the circular depiction of B up to 
q times. The computational effort from node 0 clockwise to node rt (until 
wrap-around edges are encountered) is O(n), similar to minimal backward paths, 
and so with q wrap-around edges, up to O(qn) effort. 
As well as an O(qn) bound, we shall also obtain an O(na) bound by computing 
minimal forward paths in terms of the following tabular array M. The columns of 
M are indexed 0, 1, . . . , r-l and the rows indexed O,l,..., p-l, where p= 
[n/q]. Let d’(t) be the length of the minimal forward path from 0 to t obtained 
thus far in our algorithm. The entries in M are subsets of nodes with the same 
current distance from node 0, 
M(i, j) = {t: d’(t) = ri + j}. 
Initially, set M(0, 0) = {0}, and all other entries are empty. There are two rules S 
(short) and L (long) for operating on M, which correspond to building paths with 
short forward and long forward edges, respectively. These rules are applied at 
entry M(i,j) as follows: 
Rule S. If k - 1 is the largest node (largest index) in M(i, j) and d’(k)> 
ri + j + 1, then put node k in M(i, j + 1) (if j = r - 1, put k in M(i + LO)). 
Rule L. If node sk is in M(i, j), and d’(k)> r(j + l)+ i, then put node k in 
M(i + 1, j) (if i = p - 1, then i + 1 = 0). 
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If node k is currently in another entry and is put in a new entry by Rule S or L, 
then erase k from its current entry. We apply Rules S and L until no additional 
applications of the rules are possible. There is one minor variation in these rules 
arising from the short backward edges following (0, m) (see Lemma 1). The first 
time we put a node in M(1, 0) - it would be either node r by Rule S or node m by 
Rule L-we also put in all the nodes r, rt 1, . . . , m. Note that node n, and 
possibly some nodes just preceding n, does not fit in M, because d’(n)> pr 
(otherwise there is a negative circuit and the problem is infeasible). We simply use 
a minimal backward path to n and other such nodes. 
It is straightforward to check that repeated application of Rules S and L builds 
minimal forward paths from 0 to each node t. If negative circuits exist in the 
network, then we will be able to apply the rules forever. If we know the maximum 
number of applications of the rules possible when the problem is feasible, then we 
can test if this number is ever exceeded. If it is, we halt and declare the problem 
infeasible. 
In the following discussion, we assume that the minimal path problem is 
feasible, i.e., the network has no negative circuits. It is a well-known fact that the 
set of edges used to build minimal paths from node 0 to all other nodes forms a 
directed tree rooted at 0 (this is not true if the network has negative circuits). At 
any stage in operating on the array M, let T’ denote the current path tree. That is, 
T’ is the set of short forward and long forward edges corresponding to the 
applications of Rules S and L that put nodes in their current entries in M. Let T 
be the (final) minimal path tree. Figure 4 shows the array A4 in its final form for 
the network in Fig. 2; the associated minimal path tree T is shown with dashed 
edges. Once the edges of a minimal path to node t appear in some T’, these edges 
will remain in all the successive T’. More generally, every T’ contains a subtree 
T” (rooted at 0) of edges that form minimal paths and this T” will reside in all 
successive T’ (actually successive T” will slowly grow until T” = T). From this, it 
follows that once a node t appears in T* (its minimal path has been found), t will 
remain in the same entry of M. 
Fig. 4. Array of minimal forward distances for network in Fig. 2. Edge going right at end of row i 
connects to first node in row i + 1. 
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We now consider two different schemes for applying the Rules S and L. 
Scheme A. Apply the rules, when possible, on entries in row 0, then row 
1 ,*-*, and finally row p - 1. Now return to row 0 and repeat the process. 
Scheme B. Apply the rules, when possible, on entries in column 0, then 
column l,..., and finally column r - 1. Now return to column 0 and repeat the 
process. 
Both schemes typically would require multiple passes through the array M 
before no new applications are possible. Note that in Scheme B, after a column 
j is processed from entry M(0, j), . . . , M(p- 1, j), if Rule L is applied at 
M(p - 1, j), one may then have to check the new node back in M(0, j) to see if 
a rule applies to it, etc. No such repetition of a row occurs in Scheme A. Each 
pass through M, either checking all the rows (Scheme A) or all the columns 
(Scheme B) requires O(n) effort, since no edge needs to be examined more than 
once. It remains to determine how many passes Schemes A and B require. 
Observe that each time a row is processed in Scheme A, at least one new long 
forward edge is added to .T* (or a short edge from (i, r - 1) to (i + 1,0)) until T is 
obtained. When Scheme A starts working on row i, all other rows of M have been 
fully processed (no applications of Rules S or L elsewhere are possible), and so 
the only way to extend T* to nodes in other rows is by an application of Rule L, 
using a long forward edge (some applications of Rule L will use long forward 
edges that do not end up in Rule L; until the end, one cannot tell which 
applications of Rule L extend T*). Since there are at most q wrap-around 
forward long edges from row p - 1 to row 0 (that could appear in T”), Scheme A 
makes at most q i- 1 passes through M. If more passes are needed (entries keep 
changing), then the problem is infeasible. 
Similarly, each time a column is processed in Scheme B, at least one new short 
forward edge is added to T*. Since there are p- 1 short forward edges from 
(i, r - 1) to (i + 1, 0), Scheme B make at most p passes through M. We now have 
proved: 
Theorem 5. Minimal paths from node 0 to all other nodes in B can be found with 
computational effort min{O(qn), O(pn)}. Since n <pq, the effort is also bounded by 
O(nz). 
Corollary 3. For a given q, a q-coloring of a proper family of n circular arcs can be 
found, if one exists, in O(n) time. 
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